Loyal, fearless, and efficient, the vast army of clone
troopers were the dauntless enforcement arm of the
Galactic Republic.

ARMAMENT:
E-11 BLASTER RIFLE — 24” RANGE (1 FP)*
*2FP at 12” or less.
also carried grenades and other crew served
weapons.

Lightweight, fast, and moderately armed, the BARC
Speeder was used for a variety of different rolls throughout
the Clone Wars and the Galactic Republic. It later served as
the design template for other repulsor-based speeder
technologies.

ARMAMENT:
TWIN LIGHT BLASTER CANNONS (x2) — 24" RANGE
(2FP)
CREW: 1

Highly trained but less numerous, the Advanced Recon
Commandos (ARC) were the finest soldiers in the galaxy.
Skilled far above and beyond a normal trooper, the ARC
Troopers were elite responders that focused on only the
most difficult missions or circumstances.

The All Terrain Recon Transport was a one-man bipedal
walker mech. It was lightweight and fast, but lightly armored
and vulnerable. Despite this, it was heavily armed, and
cheap to produce making it an efficient combat support
weapon.

ARMAMENT:
HEAVY BLASTER LMG — 32” RANGE (3 FP)
also carried grenades and crew served weapons.

ARMAMENTS:
BLASTER CANON — 32” RANGE (3 FP)
MORTAR — 40” RANGE (3FP)
CREW: 1

The All Terrain Tactical Enforcer was the most devastating
mechanized walker utilized by the Galactic Republic. It was
robustly armed and armored, and could inflict massive
damage at any range.

The Low Altitude Assault Transport served as the aerial
bulwark of the Galactic Republic’s logistics and combat
support arm. It was highly versatile as both a transport or
gunship, and served many roles throughout the Clone Wars.

ARMAMENTS:
3 BLASTER CANNONS x3 — 32” RANGE (3 FP)
SUPER HEAVY BLASTER CANNON x1 — 48” RANGE
(6FP)
CREW: 4 PASSENGERS: 38

ARMAMENTS:
TWIN BLASTER CANNONS x4 — 24” RANGE (2 FP)
MISSILE LAUNCHER — 40” RANGE (3FP)
CREW: 4 PASSENGERS: 30

The Infantry Support Platform was a versatile all-terrain
land and water speeder based on the BARC speeder design,
but better armed and armored.

Highly maneuverable, the TX-130 was the Republic’s
forward fast attack tank. Advanced technology and sensors
coupled with powerful arms made the tank devastating at
long ranges. Usually piloted by *Jedi, the tank served as an
efficient anti-vehicle weapon platform for non-force
sensitive pilots as well.

ARMAMENT:
TWIN BLASTER CANNONS x4 — 24” RANGE (3 FP)
CREW: 2

ARMAMENT:
TWIN LASER TURRETS x2 — 32” RANGE (3 FP)
CREW: 2

The B1 Battle Droid was an upgraded version of the OOM
Battle Droid used by the Trade Federation at the Battle of
Naboo. Though still weakly armed and armored, the B1 was
more autonomous, capable of independent thought and
action on the battlefield.

The B2 Battle Droid was an upgraded version of the B1. It
was heavier armed and armored and more versatile on the
battlefield, the B2 was also capable of independent thought
and action on the battlefield.

ARMAMENT:
E-5 BLASTER RIFLE— 24” RANGE (1 FP)

ARMAMENT:
HEAVY BLASTER (WRIST) x2 — 24” RANGE (3 FP)

Used widely by the Trade Federation and the Separatists
the AAT was a formidable anti-vehicular weapons platform.
Slow but steady, little could withstand its fire-power within
range.

ARMAMENTS:
HEAVY LASER CANON— 48” RANGE (6 FP)
ANTI PERSONNEL LASERS x2 — 24” RANGE (2 FP)
PLASMA SHELL LAUNCHER x6 — 32” RANGE (2 FP)
CREW: 4 PASSENGERS: 6 (on external mounts)

Tri Droids were massive tri-pod walking mechs that inspired
awe and fear in enemy troops, towering far above most
structures they stood over 50ft tall, and carried heavy
weapons that could level the battlefield. Though slower
moving, they could traverse any terrain with ease. They were
fully automated with limited artificial intelligence.

ARMAMENT:
HEAVY LASER CANONS x3 — 32” RANGE (3FP)

The Octuptarra Droid or Viral Droid was a smaller and faster
variant of its larger Tri-Droid cousin. Useless against
vehicles, it was deadly against infantry units. Some variants
were armed with Viral weaponry that could be deployed
within close range for devastating effect.

The LM-432 Crab Droid was a formidable anti-infantry
platform that was faster and better armored than most other
droids. Though vulnerable on their upper most armor, they
could protect themselves easier while dishing out
punishment to enemy soldiers within close range.

ARMAMENTS:
LASER CANON TURRETS x3 — 24” RANGE (1 FP)
VIRAL GAS x1 — 6” AOE (1 FP)* Special anti-infantry.

ARMAMENT:
TWIN BLASTER CANONS x2 — 24” RANGE (3 FP)
LEG PINCERS x2 — 1” RANGE (2 FP) *Hand to hand

The IG-227 HailFire Droid was a self-aware heavy missile
platform, equally effective against both ground and air
vehicles. It’s primary armament was two twin mounted
launchers carrying anti-armor seeking warheads, which
were a devastating payload against armored vehicles and
troops.

The NR-N99 Persuader, also knows as the “Snail Tank” was
a formidable anti-infantry and anti-vehicular platform. Less
maneuverable than other tanks the snail was flanked easier,
despite this, it carried a heavy payload and decent armor.

ARMAMENTS:
TWIN MISSILE LAUNCHERS x2 — 40” RANGE (3 FP)
RETRACTIBLE LASER CANON x1 — 32” RANGE (2 FP)

ARMAMENTS:
TWIN LASER CANON x2 — 32” RANGE (4 FP)
TWIN LASER BLASTER x2 —24” RANGE (2 FP)
MISSILE LAUNCHER x1 — 32” RANGE (3 FP)

The DSD1, was used at all phases throughout the Clone
Wars and then re-commissioned for use by the Galactic
Empire . Though only lightly armed, it was designed to move
in in close to vehicles and troops and self detonate for a
devastating effect, making them deadly up-close.

ARMAMENTS:
FIXED LASER CANON x1 — 32” RANGE (2 FP)
*SELF DESTRUCT— 8” AOE (3 FP)
*Anti-vehicle/anti infantry.

First appearing in the battle of Geonosis, the larger OG-9
was often used in conjunction with the DSD1 which would
acquire targets and broadcast them to the OG-9, it had
modest armor plating but was vulnerable at the legs.
Despite the weakness, it was well armed against air and
ground units.

ARMAMENTS:
ANTI VEHICLE LASER CANON x1 — 48” RANGE (6 FP)
ANTI VEHICLE LASER CANON x1 — 24” RANGE (2FP)

Destroyers were renowned and feared (even by Jedi)
throughout the galaxy as the epitome of superior droid
engineering. Well armed, devastating up close, and carried
a *personal shield generator, vulnerable only from behind,
where the shielding was weak, or while moving.

BX Commando’s were the Seperatist’s response to the ARC
trooper, used only in infiltration missions, or for advanced
scouting, they had upgraded programming, better armed
and armored, they were especially effective at close
quarters combats.

ARMAMENTS:
TWIN LASER BLASTERS x2 — 32” RANGE (3 FP)
*+2 to armor when deployed. –2 when moving or from
behind

ARMAMENTS:
E-5 BLASTER RIFLE — 24” RANGE (2 FP)

Jedi Knights were the Republic’s staple of front line leaders,
respected for their dazzling display of physical and mental
discipline. Their force abilities make them invulnerable to all but
the most devastating of attacks.

Jedi Masters, the protectors of the Republic, were employed as
generals and diplomats. They were often accompanied by a
lesser Padawan trainee. Despite their administrative duties, they
were the most formidable of opponents in combat.

ARMAMENT:
Lightsaber — 2 dice in hand-to-hand
Force Telekinesis —12” RANGE (disables vehicles and
infantry) can knock troops back (up to 8”)
*Immune to all small arms fire. Vulnerable only to light sabers,
larger heavy weapons and AOE attacks.

ARMAMENT:
Lightsaber Mastery — 3 dice in hand-to-hand
Force Telekinesis —12” RANGE (disables vehicles and
infantry) can knock troops back (up to 8”)
*Immune to all small arms fire. Vulnerable only to light sabers,
larger heavy weapons and AOE attacks.

Sith Lords trained long and hard in the forces of the Dark Side, and
were usually only loyal to a single Master, they were
renown and feared for their absolute ruthlessness in combat and
second to none in their Jedi training.

Sith Masters rarely got their hands dirty directly, preferring to pull
strings around them using dark powers to influence
outcomes that only they could foresee. Accompanied by a Sith
apprentice at times, they were deadly within close range.

ARMAMENT:
Lightsaber — 2 dice in hand-to-hand
Force Lightning —12” RANGE (disables vehicles and infantry) can knock troops back (up to 8”)
*Immune to all small arms fire. Vulnerable only to light sabers, larger heavy weapons and AOE attacks.

ARMAMENT:
Lightsaber Mastery — 3 dice in hand-to-hand
Force Lightning —12” RANGE (disables vehicles and infantry) can knock troops back (up to 8”)
*Immune to all small arms fire. Vulnerable only to light sabers, larger heavy weapons and AOE attacks.

Padawan’s were at the cusp of their Jedi instruction, no longer
forced to spend hour upon hour of training and study at the Jedi
academy, a Padawan was assigned to a Jedi Master and placed
in direct duties outside of the academy.

ARMAMENT:
Lightsaber — 2 dice in hand-to-hand
Benefits from master abilities but must be within 2”
(Gives an extra dice roll chance to all rolls if in 2”)
*Vulnerable to everything if alone.

Anakin Skywalker, a hero of the Old Republic, trained and
served under Master Obi-Wan Kenobi. Though hot-headed
and prone to giving into his anger, he fought with absolute
precision with a lightsaber, and was a master duelist.
A powerful Jedi Knight in his own right, he often fought
alongside of Master Kenobi.
ARMAMENT:
Lightsaber — 2 dice in hand-to-hand
Force Telekinesis —12” RANGE (knockback up to 8”)

Obi-Wan had a long and distinguished career with the Jedi
order, serving under various Masters, including Yoda and Qui
Gon-Jinn. Kenobi was second to none with a lightsaber in hand,
as he was an expert saber duelist. He was hot-headed in youth,
but later showed a tact for diplomacy with a calmer demeanor.

ARMAMENT:
Lightsaber — 3 dice in hand-to-hand
Force Telekinesis —12” RANGE (knockback up to 8”)
Mind Control — (12” RANGE) Disables one troop for a turn.

Master Yoda was the benevolent leader of the Jedi Council,
whom spent most of his days training young Jedi hopefuls. As
wise as he was Strong with the Force, Yoda set the standard for
all aspiring Jedi. He was a master of hand-to-hand combat, and
was nearly unstoppable in combat.

ARMAMENT:
Lightsaber Grand Master — 4 dice in hand-to-hand
Force Telekinesis —12” RANGE (knockback up to 8”)
Mind Control — (12” RANGE) Disables one troop for a turn.

Sith Apprentices rarely got the opportunity to venture out with
their Masters, and did so reluctantly, taking every opportunity to
learn their Master’s style. To complete their path to the dark side
would mean eventually defeating their master, or (more likely)
-die trying.

ARMAMENT:
Lightsaber — 2 dice in hand-to-hand
Benefits from master abilities but must be within 2”
(Gives an extra dice roll chance to all rolls if in 2”)
*Vulnerable to everything if alone.

Darth Tyranus, aka Count Dooku was the Second Sith
Apprentice to Darth Sidious after the fall of Darth Maul. Dooku
had a long history with the Jedi order, but was fed up with the
Order, which prompted his fall to the dark side, but he was a
master in his own right. He excelled at telekinesis, lightsaber
combat, and learned force lightning from his new master.

ARMAMENT:
Lightsaber Mastery — 3 dice in hand-to-hand
Force Telekinesis — can push back troops (up to 8”)
Force Lightning —12” RANGE (disables vehicles and infantry)

Little was known about Darth Maul, other than he was the first
Sith Lord to appear in the open after nearly 1000 years of peace
between the Jedi and the Sith. His presence confirmed that the
Sith were attempting to re-take power. Taken at an early age by
the Sith Master Darth Sidious, he was trained extensively in
hand-to-hand combat, and the ways of the dark side.

ARMAMENT:
Double-bladed Lightsaber* — 2 dice in hand-to-hand
Force Telekinesis — can push back troops (up to 8”)
*Double-Bladed Mastery (re-roll missed hits in hand-to-hand)

Architect of the fall of Old Republic, Darth Sidious had an uncanny
ability to foresee the future. He was the most powerful Sith Master
in the Galaxy, able to hide his connection to the dark-side from the
Jedi Council through the alias of Senator Palpatine. He rarely got
his hands directly dirty, preferring to lead from the shadows.

ARMAMENT:
Lightsaber Mastery — 3 dice in hand-to-hand
Force Telekinesis — can push back troops (up to 8”)
Force Lightning —12” RANGE (disables vehicles and infantry)
Force Confusion — (12” RANGE) Disables one troop for a turn.

